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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the professional literature concerning 

reading, authorities refer to the complex skills of 

reading rate and comprehension. Agreement has been 

reached that1 

In general, rate and comprehension are 
highly related. Rapid readers may attain 
greater achievement in comprehension than 
slower readers.l 

and also further stateda 

The purposes for which reading is done 
dictate the rate of reading and control the 
depth and accuracy of comprehension.2 

Along with rate and comprehension, motivation, 

stimulation and direction are important factors of a 

child's success in reading. 

Reading authorities agree that in order to check 

rate of reading, comprehension is a necessity. Also 

a purpose must be stated before the reading selection 

is read in order to receive an accurate measure of a 

child's ability. 

1Emmett Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(New Yorka American Book Co., 1946}, p. 463. 

2Ibid, p. 503. 
1 



Since there is a variety of ways to prepare a 

child to read, one must examine the effectiveness of 

those ways. Close examination of different ways to 

set a child's direction should be made. This paper 

examines one of those ways, namely an oral direction 

before oral and silent reading commences and a check on 

its effect as it relates to rate and comprehension. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to investigate 

the effect a verbal stimulus had on oral and silent 

reading rate and comprehension. 

Specifically, this study analyzed and compared 

the effect a verbal stimulus had upon 136 second grade 

children. These children were asked to read orally and 

silently. 

Delimitation 

2 

This study was to investigate the effect a 

verbal stimulus had on oral and silent reading rate and 

comprehension. Two grade levels were used. The writer 

chose second grade while the co-worker chose fifth grade. 

All testing was done individually by the writer and co

worker. The co-worker tested one half of the population 

in this study. 
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The children involved in this study were in the 

second grade. They were in the Harper and Row Basic 

Reading Program. 

The population was selected from the Livermore 

Valley Unified School District, Livermore, California, 

and the Pleasanton Joint School District, Pleasanton, 

California, Testing involved 136 second grade children. 

The age and the sex of the children involved in 

this study were not determining factors for the data. 

Justification of the Study 

Present literature describes rate of reading. 

The various testing devices such as The Durrell Reading 

Analysis) and The Gilmore Oral Reading Test4 emphasize 

rate for proper reading placement, Studies also reveal 

that if rate of reading is checked, comprehension must 

also be checked. 

The intent of this study was to show that 

regardless of a child's purpose for reading, may it be 

independent, instructional, or any other, rate and 

)Donald Durrell, Durrell Analysis of Reading 
Difficulty (New Yorka Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc,, 
19 55). 

4John V, Gilmore and Eunice c. Gilmore, Gilmore 
Oral Reading Test (New Yorka Harcourt, Brace and World, 
Inc, , 1968) • 



comprehension will changes i.e., purpose does change 

rate of oral and silent reading for elementary school 

children. 

4 

The following are questions that were asked in 

developing the study: 

A. Will rate of oral and silent reading increase 

with a verbal stimulus? 

B. Will comprehension of oral and silent reading 

increase with a verbal stimulus? 

c. When using a verbal stimulus, will reading 

rate change? If so, to what degree? 

D. When using a verbal stimulus, will reading 

comprehension change? If so, to what degree? 

E. Can the effect of a verbal stimulus on oral 

and silent reading rate be measured? 

F. Can the effect of a verbal stimulus on oral 

and silent reading comprehension be measured? 

G. Will the statistics show that a verbal 

stimulus does not affect the rate of oral and silent 

reading and comprehension? 

H. What effect will the sequence in which a 

child is tested have upon his rate and comprehension; 

i.e., if the procedure calls for verbal stimulus first 

vs the verbal stimulus second? 



Sources of Data 

A. Primary dataa 

1. Harper and Row Basic Reading Se3ies, Strand 
I, second reader, All Through the Year. 

5 

2. Selected pages for verbal stimulus vs 
non-stimulus reading from the above reader will be 
used for oral and silent reading at the second grade. 

3. Prepared comprehension questions for both 
verba6 stimulus vs non-stimulus for All Through the 
Year. 

4. The population of 136 second grade children 
who were properly placed in the Harper and Row 
material. 

B. Secondary dataa 

1. Related research and literature. 

2. Albert Harris• How to Increase Reading 
Ability tables on rate of reading.? 

3. Criteria used for proper placement in Betts' 
Foundations of Reading Instruction.8 

4. The Durrell checklist of oral and silent 
reading errors,9 

5Mabel o•Donnell and Byron H. Van Roekel, All 
Through the Year (Evanston, Illinois& Harper and ROW7 
Publishers, Inc., 1966). 

6rbid. 

7Albert Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability 
(New Yorka David McKay Co., 1961), pp. 507-508. 

8Emmett Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(New York& American Book Co., 1946), pp. 445-53. 

9nonald Durrell, Durrell Analysis of Reading 
Difficulty (New YorKa Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 
1955). 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This study is concerned with rate and compre

hension of oral and silent reading. Since specific 

studies dealing with the topic of this paper were 

limited. this paper will discuss those topics relative 

to the problems 

1. Motivation and purpose for reading. 

2. Rate and comprehension~ 

). Oral and silent reading. 

Motivation and Purpose for Reading 

Since the 1920•s and 1930's when questions to 

improve comprehension came into wide use, nearly all 

authorities on the teaching of reading advocated that 

teachers guide the initial reading of pupils. A widely 

accepted instructional procedure for developing these 

and other abilities is the use of a variety of guiding 

or motivating questions followed by discussion and 

further questions. These specific abilities were 

outlined by Witty, Koch, Lindahl, and Cadwallader. in 

that, 

6 



The reading program is to promote specific 
reading abilities such as locating information, 
following directions, remembering important ideas 
and significant details, drawing conclusions, 
getting the main idea of the selection, and 
adjusting reading rate to purpose.lO 

7 

The psychological basis for making reading or 

any other endeavor purposeful as a means of improving the 

efficiency of the learning process is well established. 

Concerning the psychology of reading McCullough, Strang, 

and Traxler assert thata 

The reader's background, intention, and purpose 
in reading the passage determined the ideas that he 
selects as important, the interpretation that he 
gives to the meaning of the writer's statements, 
and the weight or emphasis that he assigns to each 
idea in its relation to the whole.ll 

Many teachers do not understand how important 

the quality of their questions is to the child's 

comprehension. Experiments have shown that intelligent 

questioning improves the quality of comprehension in 

both immediate and delayed recall. Children should have 

a purpose which the reading will satisfyr otherwise, 

their interest is not properly motivated. Questions 

which come after the reading are too late to help the 

child in comprehension. His reading is already done and 

10Paul Witty and others, Teachers Guide for Luck 
and Pluck (Bostona D. c. Heath and Co., 1955), p. 11. 

11constance M. McCullough, Ruth Strang, and 
Arthur E. Traxler, Problems in the Im rovement of Readin 
(New Yorka McGraw-Hlll Book Co., 19 

I 
I 



his comprehension task is completed. It might well be 

said that the quality of comprehension will not be much 

better than the quality of questions set to guide the 

reading. Only the knowledge that such questions are 

coming will serve to keep the child alert during the 

reading. 

8 

Reading with a purpose is more efficient than 

reading without one. The active reader has a problem to 

solve; the passive reader has no directions or interest. 

On the other hand, Bond and Tinker emphatically states 

A general direction such as "Read the first 
two lines (or the paragraph)" has little 
justification.12 

In general, the procedures for guiding pupils' 

reading should vary. Materials designed for third grade 

and below should be guided at a rate of one or two pages 

at a time. At fourth grade and above, questions are 

usually asked at the beginning and end of a selection 

read. The more experience a child has in reading longer 

units, the less direct questions are needed. Betts is 

a strong advocate of this method. A similar opinion is 

expressed by Yoakam who states thata 

12Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading 
Difficulties, Their Dia.nosis and Correction (New Yorks 
App eton-Century-Cro ts, 1957 , p. 505. 



Various degrees of guidance are needed with 
children on different levels of development.lJ 

9 

Theoretically, then, any teaching technique which 

helps to establish purpose for the learner tends to 

improve reading. Modern programs of reading by developing 

interest in each new topic, by adjusting the program to 

the needs of the learner, by relating new material to 

the learner's experience, and by establishing immediate 

and specified purposes for each reading selection. 

All motivation in the teaching of reading should 
have as its fundamental purpose a systematic 
increase in the child's desire to read.14 

Rate and Comprehension 

Since World War II there has been a tendency in 

the United States to stress rate increase in reading. 

At the elementary school level there is some evidence 

that practices designed primarily to stress rate do not 

produce as much growth in comprehension as developmental 

reading programs in which rate is not stressed. 

Recognition of the complexity of the relationship 

between rate and comprehension brought about the view 

that pupils should learn to vary reading rate. In 1928, 

13
Gerald A. Yoakam, Basal Reading Instruction 

(New Yorka McGraw-Hill Book co., !955), p. 98. 

14
nonald D. Durrell, Im~roving Readin~ Instruction 

(New York1 Harcourt, Brace andorld, Inc., 1 56), P. 1)6. 
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Gerald A. Yoakam distinguished skimming, rapid reading, 

normal reading, and slow, careful reading as the four 

main rates. 15 Since then, hardly anyone has questioned 

the idea that an efficient reader should vary his rate 

of reading according to his purposes and the kinds of 

materials he reads. 

Research indicates, however, that most readers 

are rigid rather than flexible in their reading rate. 

One reading authority studied more than 6,000 readers 

at elementary, secondary, college, and adult levels, and 

found that more than 90% tended to maintain a relatively 

invariant rate with all types of reading tested, despite 

instructions for differentiation of purpose. 

It has been emphasized recently that rate is 

only one of the characteristics of reading which expert 

readers should vary according to circumstances. McDonald 

has writtenc 

The flexible reader as the result of his 
attention to purpose, difficulty of material, 
complexity of theme, and background knowledge, 
makes many adjustments of

6
reading approaches 

and specific techniques.l 

l5Gerald A. Yoakam, Reading and Study (New Yorks 
McMillan Co., 1928), p. 64. 

16Albert Harris, "Research on Aspects of 
Comprehension," The Educational Digest, Vol XXXIV, No. 1, 
March, 1969, p. 49. 



Reading specialists have long proclaimed that 

the reader's purpose is an integral part of reading. 

Systematic instruction, different kinds of purposes, 

adjustment of approach and rate have been heavily 

discussed. Confusion has resulted from the literature 

11 

related to purposeful reading as stated by Smith in her 

paper, Reading for Different Purposes. He states three 

reasons for such confusions 

Although researchers and experts in reading 
frequently use the term, purpose for reading, 
and give examples as they perceive it, they 
rarely define purpose such as uses of reading, 
reading "sets," comprehension skills or abilities, 
aspects of reading, or motives for reading. 
Furthermore, some authorities use several terms 
interchangeably without giving any explanations. 
Included in many lists are extraneous factors 
which may be important in reading, but are not 
readers' purposes per se, such as writers' 
purposes, style Qf writing, and evaluation of 
materials read.1'l 

Rate of reading as defined by the Dictionary of 

Education is "speed of readinga usually measured in terms 

of the number of words or letters recognized and 

comprehended per minute or per second." 18 

17Helen K. Smith, "Reading for Different Purposes," 
Reading Research Quarterly, Vol. III, No. 1, (1967), p. 57. 

18carter v. Good (ed.), Dictionary of Education 
(2d ed.; New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959), p. 445. 

1 
I 
l 
l 
l 
f 

l 

' ·' ., 
) 
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Although some authors use the term speed 

interchangeably with rate, they agree that comprehension 

is of the utmost in importance when dealing with rate. 

Dawson and Bamman state thata 

Rate of reading does not exist in and of 
itself1 if this were so, we would have to select 
a new definition for reading.19 

Harris statesa 

There is a voluminous literature on the relation 
between rate of reading and comprehension, much of 
which was completed before 1940. The degree of 
correlation was found to range all the way from 
low negative to high positive. The results varied 
with the age of the readers, with the kinds of 
materials employed, with the methods used in 
measuring the two characteristics, and with the 
purpose for reading.20 

Also, Betts reveals thata 

• • • rate and comprehension are highly 
related, ••• purposes dictate rate of reading and 
control the depth and accuracy of comprehension.21 

To quote the number of words read per minute does not 

have any more actual significance than to quote one 

driving speed for all types of traffic. To paraphrase 

an excellent summary by Heilmana 

19Mildred A. Dawson and Henry A. Bamman, 
Fundamentals of Basic Readin Instruction (New Yorka 
Longmons, Green an 1 1 

20Albert Harris, "Research on Aspects of 
Comprehension," The Educational Digest, Vol. XXXIV, No. 1, 
March, 1969, p. 48. 

21Emmett Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(New Yorka American Book Co., 19~6), p. 465. 

! ' 
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The factors on which rate of reading depend 
include the reader's background knowledge of content, 
the reader's purpose, his physiological and psycho
logical states, the amount of time at the reader's 
disposal, the size of the print, the glare or lack 
of light, surrounding noises or other distracting 
stimuli, and the readability of the book.22 

Rate of silent reading should be measured on material 

which is of the same level of difficulty throughout. 

There are two methods commonly used in measuring rate. 

One is to use a test containing a large number of short 

paragraphs of equivalent difficulty, with a question to 

be answered on each paragraph. Such tests employ a time 

limit. The rate is determined from the amount read in 

the time allowed. Sometimes the score is called "rate 

of comprehension." It is based on the number of correct 

answers, rather than on total number of answers. This is 

neither a pure rate score nor a very good comprehension 

measure. The other method presents a fairly long 

selection of several hundred words. The time required to 

finish is recorded, or time is called and the child marks 

the last word read. Informal teacher-constructed rate 

tests as well as standardized tests can be built on this 

basis. 

22Arthur Heilman, Princirles and Practices of 
Teaching Reading (Columbusa Char es E. Merrill Books, Inc., 
1961), p. 28). 
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Accuracy in silent reading is measured in terms 

of the proportion of correct answers to the total number 

of answers. Although few standardized tests provide 

norms for accuracy, the person scoring tests should make 

note of a test paper in which unusually high or low 

accuracy is shown, as this characteristic often has 

diagnostic significance. 2J 

The fact has been recognized for years that 

children and adults read for many purposes. Experiments 

have established the fact that rate and comprehension are 

accompanied by changes in the processes involved. These 

changes are recognized through testing devices, usually 

comparing rate and comprehension at some specified level, 

and determining what the effect might be. Edith G. 

Germane, as reported by Hilliard, concluded from her 

study thats 

There is a.pos~~ive correlation between speed 
and comprehens1on. 

thats 

Some rapid readers are poor in comprehension 
while some of the slow readers are good in 
comprehension.25 

ZJAlbert Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability 
(New Yorka David McKay Co., 1961), pp. 161-62. 

24George Horatio Hilliard, »probable Types of 
Difficulties Underlying Low Scores in Comprehension Tests, 
Studies in Education, II (1924), 518-19. 

25Ibid. 



and thata 

The majority of students who comprehend well 
are rapid readers and the majorit~6who do not 
comprehend well are slow readers. 

The general fact revealed is thata 

High rate and good quality are commonly related 
and that low rate and poor quality are commonly 
related.27 

Oral Readin6 

At the elementary level, two types of reading 

15 

are practiced, namely, oral and silent reading. The 

emphasis of oral reading at the primary grades is 

evidenced and practiced. After third grade, oral reading 

begins to become secondary to silent reading. 

Although comprehension is emphasized with both 

types of reading, the notable changes in rate are 

evidenced more as the youngster makes the transition to 

silent reading. The rate of oral reading tends to lend 

itself to consistent rate of speed whereas silent reading 

is more in tune with various rates and speed. Bond and 

Tinker state that• 

26Ibid. 

27Ibid. 

; ~ 

1 
I 
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Many children who lack ability in oral reading 
attempt to read too rapidly or have a poor sense 
of timing. They may start out reading at a 
reasonable rate but go continually faster until 
little of what is read can be understood ••• 
One of the most helpful means of aiding the poor 
oral reader is to devote attention to his rate 
and timing.28 

Silent Reading 

In defining silent reading, it is generally 

regarded as a complex skill made up of subordinate 

skills. These skills function in an integrated manner 

to produce efficient reading. Durrell discussed the 

most important factor as being the level at which an 

individual can read with attention and persistence. 

Silent reading is the moment when a child links his own 

experiences with the content of his reading at a more 

independent level. Once silent reading has been 

established, greater emphasis is placed upon the various 

rates of reading and levels of comprehension. An 

individual's degree of comprehension should be noted in 

his ability to answer questions as well as give a 

coherent, oral account of what has been read. Adjustment 

of reading rate to purpose should be considered along 

with comprehension. 

L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Readin~ 
(New Yorks 



1? 

Summary 

In summary, the sources reviewed generally 

agreed that motivation and purpose are important for the 

child's success in his rate and comprehension of oral and 

silent reading. However, the degree of purpose and the 

importance of skills stressed go hand in hand for a 

balanced and successful program. 



CHAPTER III 

THE PLAN OF THE STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

effect a verbal stimulus had on oral and silent reading 

rate and comprehension. 

Specifically, this study analyzed and compared 

the effect a verbal stimulus had on 136 second grade 

children when they were asked to read orally and silently. 

Permission to Conduct the Study 

Permission to conduct this study was granted 

by the Director of Elementary Instruction, Mr. Jack 

Waggoner, of the Livermore Unified School District, 

Dr. William F. Schrech, Assistant Superintendent of 

the Pleasanton Joint School District, and Dr. David 

H. Carlisle, Director of Research, Pleasanton Joint 

School District, to make preliminary plans and decisions 

relative to the study. 

Since the collection of data had taken place 

in two districts, namely Pleasanton and Livermore, this 

writer, along with Kenneth Huedepohl, received 

permission to combine the data. The attached letters 

of permission are from the Livermore Unified Schools 

since this writer represented that district. {See 

Appendix.) 18 
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Description of the Community 

Livermore and Pleasanton are located in the 

Livermore-Amador Valley, thirty five miles southeast 

of Oakland, California. Although being a bedroom 

community of the san Francisco Bay Area, some light 

industry does prevail. The socio-economic status of 

both cities is basically a middle class commuter 

population. The ethnic breakdown is ninety percent 

Caucasian with the remaining ten percent other. 

Description of the Test Population 

The Livermore and Pleasanton School Districts 

encompass an enrollment of approximately 10,000 and 

6,000 elementary children respectively. Schools 

selected for this study are representative of the 

district's socio-economic, ethnic, and linguistic 

19 

ranges. The subjects selected for this study were at 

the second grade reading level as determined by the 

Harper and Row Reading Readiness Placement Test29 and 

teacher inventory. The subjects were capable of reading 

Harper and Row materials. 

29Byron H. Van Roekel, Harper and Row Second 
Year Readiness Test (New Yorks Harper and Row, Publishers, 
Inc., 1968). 
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Methodology 

The children involved in this study were in the 

second grade in school. All children lived in Pleasanton 

and Livermore. Their age and sex were not factors since 

the writer was only interested in grade placement. There 

were 68 second graders from the Pleasanton Joint School 

District and 68 second graders from the Livermore Unified 

School District. The total population of second graders 

involved in this study was 136 children. 

Another criteria involved in this study was 

establishing consistent materials and procedures. Since 

the writer and co-worker conducted the testing of this 

study themselves in the two neighboring school districts, 

it was imperative that the procedures and materials be 

identical. 

The testing materials for this study were 

developed from the Harper and Row Basic Reading Series, 

Strand I, All Through the Year, second grade reader. The 

stories used were& "The Grand Idea," pages 80-85; "Lights 

Out," pages 91-93; "I Don't Like the Looks of Things," 

pages 86-90; and "Mystery and No Mystery," pages 94-97.3° 

JOMabel O'Donnell and Byron H. Van Roekel, All 
Through the Year (Evanston, Illinois& Harper and Row;
Publishers, Inc., 1966), pp. 80-97. 

.I 
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Each selection was typed exactly as it appeared in the 

textbook, including the primary type and line length. 

21 

This was done to eliminate the factor of story recognition 

due to textbook usage. 

Eight comprehension questions of basic recall 

of information were constructed to follow each of the 

above mentioned selections. Any questions that gave 

indications of inconsistency in responses and were of 

the interpretive nature were eliminated in a pilot study. 

Since the purpose was to investigate the effect 

of a verbal stimulus on reading rate and comprehension, 

the following directions were useda 

Stimulus 

1. Orala "Read this story aloud to me. 
When you are finished, I will 
ask you some specific questions 
about the story you have just 
read." 

2. Silenta "~ead this story silently to 
yourself. When you are finished, 
I will ask you some specific 
questions about the story you have 
just read." 

Non-Stimulus 

1. Oral a "Read this story aloud to me." 
••• (child reads story) ••• 
"Now I'm going to ask you some 
specific questions about the 
story you just read." 

2. Silents "Read this story silently to your
self." ••• (child reads story) ••• 
"Now I'm going to ask you some 
specific questions about the story 
you just read." 



In administering the selections, the writer chose the 

following methods 

A. Establish their instructional reading level. 

1. Initial selection -- the teachers of the 

22 

classrooms selected were asked tq choose 

those children that had taken the Harper 

and Row Reading Readiness test.31 

2. The children reading above and below the 

second grade level were initially elimi

nated by the classroom teacher. 

3. To insure the initial grade placement 

done by the classroom teachers, the 

procedure suggested by Betts in his book 

entitled Foundations of Reading Instruction 

was followed,3 2 

B. Sixty-eight children read orally. 

c. Sixty-eight children read silently. 

D. The two sub sets of 34 children in each set 

of 68 were rotated, meaning 34 children were 

given the verbal stimulus first and non

stimulus second; the remaining 34 children 

3lByron H. Van Roekel, Harper and Row Second Year 
Readiness Test (New York& Harper and Row, Publishers, 
Inc., 1968). 

J2Emmett Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(New Yorks American Book Co,, 194~). pp. 445-53. 

>:'J 
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E. 

F. 

G. 

were given the non-stimulus first and the 

verbal stimulus second. This method was 

used on the entire population. 

A 
68 : 68 

1\t/\ 
34 34 I 34 34 

ORAL SILENT 

Each child was timed as he read. 

All children were tested orally. 

The selections used were rotated in the 

following mannera 

1. Each selection was lettered A,B,C, or D. 

2. One hundred thirty six markers were 

labeled A, B, C, or D on an equal basis 

(34A, )4B, )4C, J4D) randomly selected. 

), The markers were drawn and their 

corresponding letters were plotted on 

23 

the data sheet in the sequential numerical 

order in which they were drawn. 

4. Each child read either selections A and 

B, or C and D. The first selection read 

out of each pair of selections was 

determined by the random selection, plus 

the numerical order upon entering the room. 



EXAMPlE 

a. Give each selection a letter 

A - Cral 

E - Oral 

C - Silent 

D - Silent 

Verbal Stimulus -
Non-Stimulus 

Non-Stimulus - Verbal 
Stimulus 

Verbal Stimulus -
Non-Stimulus 

Non-Stimulus - Verbal 
Stimulus 
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b. Put selections on the data sheet in the 
sequential numerical order in which 
they were drawn. 

H. Data Sheet 

1 - A 

2 - B 

J - B 

4 - c 

5 - A 

6 - D 

The attached is an example of the data sheet 

(Table 1) established with the following 

information a 

1. Story identification 

2. Numerical order 

J. Random selection order 



GRADE ---

N.C. 
ORDER NAlVE s.o. SEX SCHCOL 

1 B 

2 c 
3 D 
4 D 

5 B 

6 D 

7 B 

8 A 

9 c 
10 B 

11 c 
12 c 
13 D 

14 A 

15 c 
16 D 

17 D 

TABlE 1 

DATA SHEET 

A ORAL --. B 
STIMUlUS N~ON-STIMULUS 

TIOCE COMF Tirv:E COMF 

-- ·-·· -

c SILENT D 
STIMULUS NON-STIMULUS 

TIME COMF TIN'£ COMP 

. -- --

N 
V\ 

---:--::::: .... .:..,_.;~-~!!f·-· 



Pilot Study 

The purpose of the pilot study was to test the 

following a 

1. The difficulty and range of the story 

selections. 

2. The validity and consistency of the 

comprehension questions. 

). The noted differences in rate of reading as 

26 

related to accuracy in comprehension when the 

verbal stimulus was used. 

The outcome of the pilot study administered on 

ten percent of the population to be tested was as followsa 

A. The difficulty and range of the story 

selections were validated on the basis that 

12 of the 14 children selected read without 

exceeding five errors per 100 running words 

as established in Betts• Table of Ability 

Placement.)) 

B. There were eight comprehension questions 

written from the story by the writer. It was 

the writer's judgment that if 50 percent of 

the children involved in this pilot study 

))Emmett Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(New Yorks American Book Co., 1957), pp. 445-53. 
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missed the same specific question, that 

question was eliminated from the entire study. 

Using the above criteria, six questions out 

of the original eight questions remained. 

c. In applying a verbal stimulus to both the oral 

and silent selections, an appreciable 

difference in rate was noted as opposed to 

the non-stimulus treatment. Also, the number 

of correct comprehension responses by the 

pilot group was greater when using the verbal 

stimulus selections as opposed to the non

stimulus selections. 

Procurement of the Test Data 

All children were tested individually by the 

writer and co-worker. The procedure in selecting and 

testing the children at their respective levels wasa 

A. Establish their instructional reading level. 

1. Initial selection-- the teachers of the 

students in the classrooms selected were 

asked to choose those children who were 

reading at their respective grade level. 

2. The children reading above and below the 

second grade level were initially elimi

nated by the classroom teacher. 
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), To insure the initial grade placement 

done by the classroom teachers, the 

procedure suggested by Betts in (his book 

entitled) Foundations of Reading 

Instruction was followed,34 

B. Selection and development of the testing 

devices a 

1. Select the pages for oral and silent 

reading for second graders. 

2. Develop verbal stimulus and non-stimulus 

comprehension questions for both oral 

and silent reading for the second grade 

level. 

C. Establish criteria for oral and silent readinga 

1. Each child at the second grade level 

read the same selections as the other 

second graders in this study. 

2. Each individual time of the second graders 

was recorded, 

). The second graders were asked the identical 

comprehension questions, 

4, The number answered correctly out of the 

total number of questions given was 

recorded for each second grader. 

34Betts, Ibid. 
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Post-Pilot Test 

A post-pilot test was established by using eight 

percent of the testing population. This was done to 

insure that the verbal stimulus selections for both oral 

and silent reading (Selection A and Selection C) were of 

equal difficulty in both reading and comprehension 

responses. The writer therefore substituted the two 

non-stimulus selections (namely B and D) in place of the 

verbal stimulus selections. The pupose of this procedure 

was to determine whether the results of rate and 

comprehension would show the change in the hypothesis being 

tested. The outcome of the post-pilot test showeda 

A. A verbal stimulus had an effect on both 

Selections B and D. 

B. Rate increased in both selections. 

c. The comprehension responses were equal to 

the two verbal stimulus selections being 

tested. 

The following chapter on Analysis of Data will 

bear out the results of this entire study. 

I 
I 

i 
i 
i 
I 

I 
I 
! 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

The four variables being tested in the study were 

as follOWSI 

1. The effect a verbal stimulus had on the 

rate of oral reading. 

2. The effect a verbal stimulus had on the 

rate of silent reading. 

3. The effect a verbal stimulus had on 

comprehension of oral reading. 

4. The effect a verbal stimulus had on 

comprehension of silent reading. 

Comparing the scores and computing the value of 

the four variables was done by using the formula 

x2 = 4 n2 gf+~~. found in Siegel's book, Non-parametric 

Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences.35 

A probability of .05 was determined as the 

statistical success for any of the variables being tested. 

35sidney Siegel, Non-parametric Statistics for 
the Behavioral Sciences (New Yorka ~cGraw-Hill Book Co., 
1 9 56 ), p • 24 9 • 
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The following information on the four variables 

was computed by using the above formula and information 

shown on Tables 2, ), 4 and 5. 

Rate of Oral Reading 

)1 

Sixty eight children of the experimental and 

sixty eight children of the control resulted in aD score 

of .615 in favor of the experimental group. The value of 

x2 was 17.40 with a probability of .001. (Refer to 

Table 2.) 

Rate of Silent Reading 

Sixty eight children of the experimental and 

sixty eight children of the control resulted in aD score 

of .)60 not in favor of the experimental group. The value 

of x2 was 2,)12 with a probability of .20. (Refer to 

Table ).) 

Oral Reading Comprehension 

Sixty eight children of the experimental and 

sixty eight children of the control resulted in aD score 

of .455 in favor of the experimental group. The value of 

x2 was 20,7 with a probability of .001. (Refer to 

Table 4,) 

Silent Reading Comprehension 

Sixty eight children of the experimental and 

sixty eight children of the control resulted in aD score 

l 
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of .255 in favor of the experimental group. The value of 

x2 was 8.82 with a probability of .02. (Refer to 

Table 5.) 

Result 

All but one of the variables tested resulted in 

favor of the experimental group. The silent reading rate 

score showed much less of a result than the other three. 

The concluding chapter (on conclusion) will attempt to 

explain the results of the analysis. 



TABLE 2 

ORAl. READING RATE 

Verbal Stimulus Non-Stimulus 

TI~'IE FREQUENCY CUtt:UlATIVE 
FREQUENCY Tirf.E 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 

2 1 1 2 

3 5 6 3 

4 9 15 4 

5 11 26 5 

6 12 38 6 

7 15 53 7 

8+ 15 68 8+ 

r---· .. . ---·- _____ ,_ .. __ _ 

FREQUENCY 

0 

4 

15 

26 

11 

9 

1 

1 

1 

CUMULATIVE 
FREQUENCY 

0 

4 

19 

45 

56 

65 

66 

67 

68 

i 

w 
w 



TABlE J 

SILENT READING RATE 

Verbal Stimulus 

Tirt£ FREQUENCY CUMULATIVE I 

FREQUENCY 
' 

TIME 

l 
0 0 0 I 

I 0 

1 0 0 1 

2 1 1 2 

J 6 7 J 

4 15 22 4 

5 21 4J 5 

6 11 54 6 

7 8 62 7 

8 7 67 8 

9 1 68 9 

'-' · 

Non-Stimulus 

FREQUENCY 

0 

2 

7 

20 

17 

10 

4 

J 

2 

J 

CUMULATIVE 
FREQUENCY 

0 

2 

9 

29 

46 

56 

60 . 
6J 

65 

68 

~ 

+=-



Verbal Stimulus 

SCORE FREQUENCY 

1 0 

2 0 

3 5 

4 8 

5 24 

6 31 

TABLE 4 

ORAL READING CO~PREHENSION 

Non-Stimulus 

CUMULATIVE 
FREQUENCY I SCORE FREQUENCY 

-I 

0 1 1 

0 2 5 

5 3 18 

13 4 20 

37 5 20 

68 6 4 

CUr.':ULATIVE 
FREQUENCY 

1 

6 

24 

44 

64 

68 

I 
I 

I 

1 

I 

W . 
V\ 



TABLE 5 

SILENT READING CO~PREHENSION 

Verbal Stimulus Non-Stimulus 

SCORE FREQUENCY CUMULATIVE 
FREQUENCY SCORE 

1 6 6 1 
' 

2 6 12 ' 2 

3 15 27 3 

4 22 49 4 

5 12 61 5 

6 7 68 

I 
6 

FREQUENCY 

13 

10 

21 

15 

6 

4 

- -~-

CUMULATIVE 
FREQUENCY 

13 

23 

44 

59 I 
I 
I 

' 

64 1 

~a_j 

\....> 

"' 



CHAPTER V 

CCNCLUSICNS 

On the basis of the data obtained in this study, 

the following conclusions about the effect a verbal 

stimulus had on rate and comprehension of oral and silent 

reading were reached by the writera 

1. Rate of oral reading with a stimulus resulted 

in favor of the exEerimental grouE• 

2. Rate of silent reading with a stimulus 

resulted in favor of the control grouE determined by the 

statistical success of .05. 

). Oral reading comprehension with a stimulus 

resulted in favor of the experimental group. 

4, Silent reading comprehension with a stimulus 

resulted in favor of the exEerimental grouE• 

All but one of the variables tested resulted in 

favor of the experimental group. The silent reading 

rate score showed much less of a result. It is felt that 

a possible reason for this would be that second grade 

pupils are more used to oral reading practice and that 

the transition to' silent reading usually comes later on in 

37 
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)8 

a child of this age, program. Therefore, it is felt that 

the silent reading rate may not represent a true picture 

using the methods provided in this study. 

Summary 

It was the purpose of this study to investigate 

the effect a verbal stimulus had on oral and silent 

reading rate and comprehension. 

For this study, 1)6 second graders enrolled at 

Pleasanton and Livermore Unified Schools were divided 

randomly into sub sets of )4 each. The two sub sets of 

)4 children in each set of 68 were rotated, meaning )4 

children were given the verbal stimulus first and 

non-stimulus second; the remaining )4 children were given 

the non-stimulus first and the stimulus second. This 

method was used on the entire population. 

The testing materials for this study were 

developed from the Harper and Row Basic Reading Series, 

Strand I, All Through the Year. Questions were developed 

from the series and used consistently with all groups 

tested. All testing was done by the writer and co-worker 

and the statistical data computed and analyzed. 
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Suggestions for Further Study 

As a result of the information obtained from this 

study, the following recommendations are made• 

1. Different grade levels could be used. 

2. Different stimuli as well as a comparison of 

stimuli. 

). Different materials for testing purposes. 

4. Age and sex factors might be used. 

5. Pre and post test results using stimuli at 

different times of the year. 

6. Test only high achievers and low achievers. 

7. Use different populations. 
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LIVEilllORE VALLEY F :IFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Alameda School 

:1r. John '.. .r ~,l3~01Wl" 

Directc,t· t>[ r-:l .P.tnP.ntHt·y TnstrHction 
Livcf'Tilorc Valley Unif1.t~d School District 
71 Trcvar:lo :~o::.c.l 

Liver:>K>rc. Calif<'rni.n 91,~50 

Denr Jact·. , 

January 25, 1972 

T. !>.m prmwntly j_nvnlv~d ln my rm.r.tor's pro~ram at Cal State at 
Hayward. One of th~ requircm~nts of the mn.ster•o prorrarl in a thesis 
project that 1t)v'11'1CA the collection of data. Specifically, the testinr. 
of: ~ ~roup of pu;d.l·4 tiwt •,d. U . provide the basis for my thesis proJect. 

The rurpnse of thi::: study is to invegtiRntc a ::ti:::ulus vs a non
stimulus "-:)proat:it a : • .! their eff.~ct on r~t~ of cn·al llll.:l !-> l.len'" rea(lint~ 

and co:npr.:!:wn.siou. Spccifics.lly, t.hJs study w:fl:t analy;:~~ and comp:1rc 
the data o~ IJ5 scc•J'-kd Jl·aJe and 6J {' ift'1 graci~ c:ti l•lr~11 'wrhen fl!tlc .• :;l to 
reaci or'il:ty ani •.Ji.1.cntly for n spcc-tf-t.c purpose and orally and silently 
for no specific purpoRe. 

Your com;ideration of permission to conduct tllis study in Livermore 
,,..ould be r,reatl:,- aprreciated. 

1f y01.1 or your stnff \tould like rnore infor~1 .1tion COllC.-:!1-nin~ the 
study, I woulJ be happy to explain it in more dccail. 

h'hcn t}u~ study is conpl(!te, I vould Le more than happy to share 
the results with you or uny :~taff r:1e1uber in the district. 

Thank you for your consideratiCJn. 

Sincerely, 

l'.S. 
Thi.s ~tudy is also bcinl? conducted by a teacher in Pleananton \O'ho 

is also a T!IRster' s cttnd:fd.gte. llts dnta vtll be combined t,•ith mine. 



To: 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

LIVERMORE VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Livermore, California 

M E M 0 R A N D U M 

/ .... 

Les Imel 

Jack Waggoner 

January 26, 1972 

Master's Thesis 
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Les, thank you for your letter regarding your intent to investigate a 
stimul us versus non-stimulus approach with 120 pupil s in our district . It 
appears to be an excellent proposal for you, and possibly one which could 
be utilized in the district later on. 

As per our discussion yesterday, may I suggest that you list the specific 
activities necessary to implement and carry out your proposal. Consideration 
should be given to the amount of time needed to identify and contract teachers, 
discuss the program with personnel involved, and test two sets of children on 
a pre and pos t basis . As we agreed, this should be done in the very near 
future. 

After the development of t his sort of event-chart, the next step would probably 
be for both of us to discuss it with Walt Capri . 

Thanks for your request. Let's get started on it as soon as possible. 

; a(~ 
/ack W ggoner 

-
cc: VJalt Capri 

Reading file 

JW/bw 



LIVERMORE VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Alameda School 
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January 27, 1972 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Jack Waggoner 

Les Imel 

Consideration for released time to complete 
thesis project 

Dear Jack, 

The attached information reflects my thinking so far as a 
possible solution to collection of data. 

I've talked with Mr. Capri and his suegestion was to discuss 
this possibility with you. 

Your reactions and consideration of this proposal would _be 
greatly appreciated. 

Thanks Jack, 

Les 

LI/hk 
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The following flo-chart represents a possible avenue to follow in 
consideration for data collecting. 

February 2nd 

Review with 
Mr. Capri 

February 21st - 28th 

Start testing 

February 3rd 

Review with 
Mr. 1.Jaggoner 

Use population at Rincon/Alameda 
Second Grades - 32 pupils 

March 13th - 17th 

Request 5 1/2 days of 
substitute time 
Second Grade/ Start 5th Grade 

April 3rd - 21st April 24th - 25th 

February 7th 

Identify possible 
schools for testing 

March 6th - lOth 

Request 5 l/2 days of 
substitute time 

March 20th - 24th 

Request 5 1/2 days of 
substitute time 
Fifth Grade 

May 1st 

Continue testing----------------------------------Complete all testing 

Total substitute time requested - 7.5 days 


